‘Today, Computers Should Interest Everybody’
The Meanings of Microcomputers
James Sumner

By the late 1970s, it was technologically possible to manufacture microcomputers – very small, stand-alone computers for personal use – in very large
quantities. Selling them, however, meant creating a mass market where none
existed: conventionally, only trained professionals, and a few devoted enthusiasts, interacted directly with the machines. Designers, marketers, retailers
and other promoters therefore sought to build meanings into the design and
presentation of computers which would connect them with new audiences.
Such meanings reflected – and might themselves modify – the prevalent hopes,
fears, desires and expectations of the users’ cultures.
Of course, the same is true of the meanings of cars, telephones, and other
kinds of artefacts. What makes the computer particularly interesting, however,
is that its ability to take on multiple meanings was itself a strong, explicit feature of its promotion. As the iconic universal machine, endlessly reprogrammable, the computer was sold as capable of performing feats as yet unimagined,
perhaps without limit. In reality, some limits were imposed as certain patterns
of use and interpretations became dominant, and others were inherent in the
machines’ technical characteristics. Nonetheless, ‘the computer’, in its earliest
period of mass-public engagement, was unusually plural and mutable. While
microcomputers were often sold with identical hardware internationally, their
associated meanings could be highly dependent on national or other culturally
specific factors.
I will focus here on the vigorous microcomputing culture which emerged in
the United Kingdom from around 1980. This development was strongly conditioned by public awareness of the country’s long-standing relative economic decline, and consequent loss of international status. Futurological literature responding to the growth of microprocessor technology was particularly resonant
in this climate. In what David Skinner has described as a ‘millenarian’ assessment of the scale of the coming change, vast transformations were prophesied:
‘ultra-intelligent machines’, medical diagnosis replaced by automated expert systems, omniscient electronic surveillance, the need to reorganise society as millions of jobs became obsolete.1 It seemed that Britain, which had so far failed to
negotiate the conspicuous challenges of post-war industrial change, might now
be pushed into terminal collapse. Alternatively, radical global changes might –
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given a determined programme of action – offer the chance of resurgence, replacing lost traditional industries with a blossoming silicon-based economy.
This vision of a technological crossroads gained some attention in government. An industrial awareness campaign and training initiatives under Labour
at the end of the 1970s were followed, in the early Thatcher years, by heavy
promotion of ‘information technology’ as a promising ‘sunrise industry’.2
Though critics condemned the exercise as window-dressing, unlikely to lead to
real economic gains, its ability to influence public attitudes was genuine
enough. Along similar lines, the BBC launched a Computer Literacy Project in
1981, with broadcasts, books and training courses to familiarise newcomers
with the new technology.3
Here, then, was a promising set of meanings: the computer as key to the future. To focus on radical change and unfamiliar characteristics, however, was
to invite associations with popular notions of a dehumanised dystopia: computers had also to be made reassuring and familiar. One path to achieving
this was literally to place them in familiar surroundings, giving ordinary
people direct ownership and control of individual machines. The interests of
information-awareness advocates thus aligned with manufacturers’ desires to
make computer production a high-volume business.
An important precedent had been established in the United States, with
three producers – Commodore, Apple, and Tandy Radio Shack – launching
microcomputers in 1977. All adopted ‘warm and friendly’ marketing, showing
the machines in familiar situations, often with the aid of likeable celebrity
spokesmen. This approach was confirmed as an industry convention when
IBM, the long-established dominant producer of large computers, introduced its Personal Computer in 1981 with a humanising campaign based on
the ‘Little Tramp’, Charlie Chaplin’s iconic representation of the resourceful
everyman.4
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‘Charlie Chaplin’ (in fact Bill Scudder, a professional mime and lookalike) was the focus of the
memorable print and TV campaign for the IBM PC and its successor products, which ran from
1981. In the classic film Modern Times of 1936, Chaplin’s ‘Little Tramp’ character is a factory worker persecuted by gigantic assembly-line machinery; the PC campaign asserts that the machines of
the microcomputing age work for the individual, not against him.
(display advertising, Personal Computing, August 1982;
<http://www.aresluna.org/attached/computerhistory/ads/international/ibm/pics/percon8202a>)

In the UK, however, the early American machines achieved few sales, being offered at higher than dollar-equivalent prices to a public with relatively little
disposable income. It was a British firm, headed by the engineer and entrepreneur Clive Sinclair, which first capitalised on growing public curiosity. Sinclair’s engineers began to investigate unorthodox technological approaches to
achieve a low-cost machine which could still, in its essential features, be regarded as ‘a computer’. In 1980, with American microcomputers retailing from
£350 to £700, Sinclair launched the ZX-80 at £99.95 (or less, as a kit for selfassembly), quickly outselling all other models in Britain combined.5 The following year’s ZX-81 offered an improved system below £70 and was a much
greater success, selling over 300,000 units by January 1982.6
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Sinclair’s control of the market it defined was short-lived. Commodore successfully imitated its price-cutting strategy,7 taking a large share of British sales
and dominating analogous sectors in other European countries, notably the
Federal Republic of Germany.8 There was also a notable British competitor,
Acorn, producer from 1981 of an officially endorsed machine for the BBC
Computer Literacy Project. Though considerably more expensive than Sinclair’s machines, the BBC Micro achieved a strong public profile, dominating
sales to schools and the upper end of the ‘home’ market. Nonetheless, Sinclair
remained a powerful, distinctive archetype for the concept of computing in
Britain.
Visually, Sinclair’s machines were certainly plausible as gateways to the future. The ZX-80 was a tiny, tapered envelope of white vacuum-formed plastic;
the ZX-81, in Sinclair’s preferred black livery, was more substantial, but still
small enough – 175mm on its longest edge – to evoke the rhetoric of microminiaturisation. Whereas the American machines’ keyboards clearly showed
the heritage of the mechanical typewriter, Sinclair’s were pressure-activated
membranes, flat and sleekly minimal.
In fact, the new machines’ novelties were principally cost-saving measures.
The membrane keyboards were difficult to type on; the small physical form
implied limited storage and a lack of inbuilt expansion possibilities, and the
designers had used many idiosyncratic tricks to squeeze an acceptable performance out of the limited hardware, making the machines highly incompatible with their competitors. Initial advertising for the ZX-80, by emphasising it as a ‘complete computer’, tacitly acknowledged that some hobbyists and
others familiar with microcomputing would see it as no such thing. None of
this necessarily mattered, however, to audiences who had never previously
dreamt of holding a computing machine.
Sinclair’s advertising agency carefully fostered this mass audience by leavening the futuristic with the familiar and human. One unique element of this approach was a strong promotional focus on Clive Sinclair as an individual. At a
time when only insiders and enthusiasts could name the founders of Apple, or
the lead designer of the Commodore PET, Sinclair was installed as a national
celebrity. By creating a silicon-age incarnation of the heroic inventor, of cherished Victorian myth, Sinclair’s promoters associated his machines with industrial dynamism and renewal.9
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This matrix of images appeared on the retail packaging box for the Acorn Electron, an attempt by
the BBC Micro’s manufacturer to enter the lower cost market defined in the UK by Sinclair and
Commodore. Where the BBC Micro’s marketing had focused on education, the Electron was
presented as more of an all-purpose machine for home use. Variations on the ‘domestic setting’
theme are multiplied to an extreme level.
(James Sumner, personal collection)
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In other respects, the campaign co-opted the humanising conventions established for American machines. ‘Inside a day’, chirped a ZX-80 advertisement
for the general press, ‘you’ll be talking to it like an old friend!’ The machine’s
design, it went on, showed ‘special consideration for the beginner’, because ‘today, computers should interest everybody’. The ZX-81 became a ‘new friend’
the following year, ‘simple enough for children of 10 years and upwards to understand and operate’.10 An accompanying photograph showed the machine in
use on a domestic tabletop, with an obvious father figure explaining something onscreen to a young boy. As the mass market grew, the visual conventions of the early ‘millenarian’ period – stark modernist graphics, dramatic
images of isolated computers and components – increasingly gave way to
posed images suggesting everyday use, particularly in the context of family
cohesion.11
Encouragement to accept the socialised computer
as normal came not only from advertising geared
towards specific machines, but from advocates of
the new information culture in general. Robin
Bradbeer, an electronics lecturer and organiser of
hobbyist groups, published one of the first microcomputing guidebooks for the UK market in 1980.
The cover artwork depicts a computer on a deep
bookshelf. Alongside it sits a vinyl record player; below it, children’s toys; above it, books about famous
artists.12 The arrangement is symbolic rather than
practical, but it makes the same point as the posed
photographs: computers are home appliances to inform and entertain, and they are for everyone.
What, however, did the new users expect to use the machines for? Early publicity employed notorious artistic licence in describing the machines’ versatility:
the ZX-80, supposedly, could do ‘quite literally anything from playing chess to
running a power station’.13 Such claims soon disappeared, not only because they
were implausible, but because mass-market customers did not run power stations. The marketing cliché which arose instead – again, drawing on American
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precedents – was firmly domestic: microcomputers would store recipes, manage
the household accounts, provide entertainment, and educate the children.
Arguably, this presentation was equally far from reality. The limitations of
most of the early machines, chiefly in rapid data storage and retrieval, made
them highly inconvenient for many of the uses discussed. Yet the first domestic computers did not have to be usable – in the sense accepted today – to be
saleable. Leslie Haddon, author of the first significant sociological study
about the British case, usefully considers the ZX-81 and similar machines as
‘self-referential’ computers, valuable chiefly as tools to explore the concept of a
computer itself, and in particular its ability to be programmed with new, possibly user-generated instructions.14 Many users, indeed, bought computers
(often at considerable sacrifice) without knowing why, beyond a general sense
that they would be ‘really important’ in negotiating the future.15 One convert
neatly described the ZX-81 as the ‘motorbike of computers’: unconventional,
for some purposes impractical, but the fastest cheap means of getting to unknown places.16
The full range of rhetorical strategies was displayed in the BBC Computer Literacy Project. The
initial television series, and the paperback book
which accompanied it in 1982, began with a standard survey of the role of computers in wider society before moving into the basics of programming,
all the while quietly continuing the work of domestication. The book’s cover illustrates the approach perfectly. Chris Serle, presenter of the
broadcast series, appears seated in an armchair in a
studio portrait suggesting the essence of a middleclass British living room. His microcomputer and
cassette recorder are on a low drinks table; the video display is a standard large
television of the period. Serle gazes intently, not at the display, but at an ordinary photographic projector slide. He is evidently computerising his hobby:
the display shows a database program which can search the slides by keyword.
The search terms – ‘Hugo’, ‘Charlotte’, ‘Auntie Molly’, ‘beach’ – paint a fiveword portrait of familial tranquillity.17
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The project to attach domestic meanings to microcomputers ultimately sold
millions of machines to ordinary homes; yet the intended meanings did not
necessarily persist. To the consternation of some advocates, the dominant use
of the machines proved ultimately to be video gaming among male adolescents.18 As Tom Lean has noted, the arc of home computing is strikingly
demonstrated by the monthly magazine, Sinclair User, launched in 1982.19
Initially catering for electronics hobbyists, the editors made determined efforts
to evoke, and thus ensure, a much broader public. A ‘User of the Month’ feature, launched in 1983, addressed consciously diverse subjects: a retired shipbuilding manager, a self-employed seamstress, an Olympic pentathlete, an
eighteen-month-old girl. The approach, however, looked increasingly tokenistic, and the magazine joined most of its competitors in offering a hectic diet
of gaming content and humour by the middle of the decade.20
Unsurprisingly, it has been suggested that the supposedly intrinsic educational value of computing was merely a ‘Trojan Horse’ to smuggle games
equipment past watchful parents21 – a suspicion which, at least in Commodore’s case, was apparently well-founded.22 Some have argued that the whole
phenomenon of the ‘home computer’ was based on deceit, as manufacturers
took advantage of the contemporary Zeitgeist to dress up a ‘machine in search
of a purpose’ as a commercial or educational necessity.23 Skinner, interviewing
purchasers around the turn of the millennium some ten years after the event,
reported some as asking: ‘were we conned?’24 Their uncertainty, however, bears
witness to the enduring multiplicity of meanings at work.
A small but significant minority of users did, in fact, apply even the most
basic early machines to ‘productive’ tasks such as word processing and record
keeping. This was in part possible through modification of the machines:
troublesome elements, such as the membrane keyboards, could be replaced
with more convenient alternatives.25 Moreover, domestication did not merely
18
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create a class of non-expert users; it widened the category of serious, knowledgeable enthusiasts, and turned some enthusiasts into professionals. Schoolteachers, small businesspeople and teenagers were among those who began to
write and sell software, or to devise hardware modifications which could be
commercialised.26
Once established, the rhetorical conventions of the ‘home micro’ proved a
highly durable promotional resource: advertising copy as late as 1987 still addressed machines as allowing users not only to ‘destroy the aliens’, but to ‘defeat
the taxman’ with financial management software.27 It took until the early 1990s
for the ethic finally to fade in Britain, squeezed between IBM-compatible PCs
designed primarily for offices (which were newly affordable in the home market) and dedicated videogame consoles.
Recently, however, elements of the ethic have strongly resurfaced in the
movement to promote computer-science education. Most remarkable is the
$35 Raspberry Pi box, explicitly a new generation version of the cut-down,
self-referential computer. Again, the background is one of profound economic
and social uncertainty, and again, the computer – or, rather, the ability to respond to the computer – is promoted as a path to salvation.28 The legacy of
mass computerisation, then, lies as much in the construction of meanings as in
the design of the machines themselves.
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